New Index Card

1) Name

2) Favorite School Lunch

3) Spirit Animal

4) Celebrity Best Friend

5) Perfect afternoon in the summer

6) Favorite thing about Salk

7) If you could move anywhere, where?

8) One question for president Obama (appropriate).
Welcome to Tuesday, March 3rd! 😊

**Do this list first.**

- Warm Up! Page 62

- **FLASHBACK!**

  “How does the mass of two objects and the distance between them affect the force of gravity between them?”

- 2) Teach one other person the difference between the two.

**Do this list second.**

When you are done, please grab your chromebook and complete the Entrance Ticket on my website.

Check your grades when completed.
What did the general say to his troops in battle?

- March 4th!

- Explain how a sedimentary rock can become an igneous rock. Then, explain how an igneous rock can become a metamorphic rock.

- Grab your chromebooks when you are finished!

- Does your chromebook need cleaning? Repair? Please let me know!
Welcome to Thursday! Its March 5th. Lets make it a great one!

- An igneous rock is weathered, eroded and deposited in the Pacific Ocean. There, it is compressed and is cemented together.

- What kind of rock has been newly created?

- Grab your chromebook when done and get right to work on your rock story.
Can you unscramble all the words below?

**Hint:** They all start with the letter A.

1. I D A C
   - I have a pH less than 7.

2. R A I
   - I am composed mostly of nitrogen.

3. M A O T
   - I am made of protons, neutrons, and electrons.

4. N U A T R T O S A
   - I like my space.

5. M N S I A L A
   - Zoologists study us.
The answers are …

**ACID**
1. I have a pH less than 7.

**AIR**
2. I am composed mostly of nitrogen.

**ATOM**
3. I am made of protons, neutrons, and electrons.

**ASTRONAUT**
4. I like my space.

**ANIMALS**
5. Zoologists study us.